College BASE ONLINE

LAUNCHING IN FEBRUARY 2019

THE HIGHLIGHTS:

IT’S CONDENSED College BASE Online is a shorter version of the original College BASE. The online exam contains 73 questions (down from 180) with an optional essay. The core test (combined English and Math) can be completed in one hour. (The original test, on paper, is still available for purchase.)

IT’S COMPREHENSIVE Although shorter, College BASE Online covers all of the subdomains and enabling skills of the original College BASE.

IT’S FAIR Test questions have been evaluated to remove statistically inferior items and eliminate bias.

IT’S CONVENIENT College BASE Online can be administered securely on a device provided by your institution or on a student’s own device. The test is administered on-site.

IT’S AFFORDABLE Purchase only the section(s) you need. Scoring, individual student reports, and one institutional report are all included in the price per student.

IT’S FLEXIBLE The exam allows for assessment in one to four subjects, with or without an essay writing assignment.

IT’S RELIABLE The test has high reliability, so administrators can be confident that general academic knowledge is being assessed.

0.916 overall alpha coefficient of College BASE Online

0.828 Cronbach’s α for combined English and Math

0.881 Cronbach’s α for combined Science and Social Studies

PRICING

BUILD YOUR TEST

Combined English & Math $14
Combined Science & Social Studies $14
Essay $14
Subjects purchased individually $9

Price per student. Scoring, individual student reports, and one institutional report are included in all prices. Additional reports are available for an extra fee. (Pricing for online test only. Paper test is priced differently.)

TO ORDER

Go to arc-missouri.nbsstore.net and select “College Base” then “Online”

Starting in February 2019

ABOUT COLLEGE BASE

College BASE is an instrument for assessment of general education requirements focused on four subject areas: English, math, science, and social studies, with an optional essay. For decades, it has been utilized nationally for curriculum review and improvement, as an individual student assessment, and in some states as a teacher education requirement and performance funding measure. The exam may be taken in its entirety, in single subjects, or in a combination of subjects selected by a school.

Assessment Resource Center
University of Missouri
2800 Maguire Blvd.
Columbia, MO 65211
Phone: (800) 366-8232